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We consider solutions to the string eective action corresponding to p{Branes,
D{Branes and M{Branes and discuss some of their properties.
1 Introduction
The original classication of super p{branes was based on the assumption
that the embedding coordinates, in a physical gauge, form worldvolume scalar
multiplets
1
. A classication of such scalar multiplets with T (transverse)
scalar degrees of freedom in p+ 1 dimensions leads to the following table:
Table 1: Scalar multiplets with T scalars in p+ 1 dimensions.
p+ 1 T T T T
1 1 2 4 8
2 1 2 4 8




Each scalar multiplet corresponds to a p{brane in d target spacetime dimen-
sions with
d = (p+ 1) + T : (1)
Here the target space has been divided into p+1 worldvolume and T transverse
directions. The Table describes 16 p{branes with p  5 and d  11.
The corresponding p{brane actions consist of a kinetic term and a Wess-












where g is the determinant of the induced metric. The WZ term is given by the
pull-back of a (p+ 1){form potential. For the case of interest (10 dimensions)
these are a two{index Neveu-Schwarz/Neveu-Schwarz (NS/NS) tensor B
(1)







































. Note that the action (3) is the same independent of
whether the one{brane is propagating in a N = 1, IIA or IIB supergravity
background.
2 Solutions
To each p{Brane given in Table 1 one can associate a solution corresponding
























Here  is the dilaton and F
(p+2)






Note that we use a form of the action in which both the (electric) (p+1)-form
gauge eld as well as the (magnetic) (D   p   3)-form gauge eld occurs. It
is understood that the duality relation between them is only applied at the
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. In the case of p{branes it is assumed
that the (p + 1){form gauge eld is a NS/NS eld, i.e. a =  2 (+2) for the
electric (magnetic) gauge-elds. For instance, the ten{dimensional one{brane,




























is the curvature of the NS/NS tensor B
(1)
. On the other hand, the




























Another example is provided by p{Brane solutions in eleven dimensions
which we refer to as Mp{Branes
5
. Since there is no dilaton in this case, it is







































(d  2) ;  =  1 ; (12)
3
with N = (d  2)a
2
+2(p+1)(d  p  3). For instance, the M2{Brane solution























Recently, two dierent extensions of the p{Branes classied in Table 1
have been given. The rst extension concerns the generalMp{Branes in eleven
dimensions. At the level of solutions, it is clear that there exists also a M5{























The second extension concerns the so-called Dp{Branes
8
. At the level of
solutions they correspond to p{Brane solutions whose charged is carried by a
Ramond-Ramond (RR) gauge eld, i.e. one which has a = 0 in the string frame.
The Dp{solutions are most easily formulated as solutions of the string-frame































The natural question arises why the M5-brane and all the Dp{branes were
absent in the original classication summarized in Table 1. As far as the Dp{
Branes are concerned the answer is that these extended objects are described
by embedding coordinates that, in a physical gauge, form worldvolume vector
multiplets. A classication of all vector multiplets with T (transverse) scalars
in p+ 1 dimensions is given by the table below.
In the case of ten dimensions, this leads to Dp{branes for 0  p  9. The


















Table 2: Vector multiplets with T scalar degrees of freedom in p+ 1 dimensions.
p+ 1 T T T T
1 2 3 5 9
2 1 2 4 8
3 0 1 3 7









is the embedding metric and F = 2dV  B
(1)
is the curvature of the
worldvolume gauge eld V .


















. Here it is understood that, after expansion of the
exponent, the (p+1){form is picked out. In particular it means that the WZ{
terms for p  3 contain both electric as well as magnetic potentials
9
. To
dene the dual potential we need to specify whether the curved background is
given by N = 1 or IIA/IIB supergravity. For instance, the dual potentials that
couple to the heterotic 5{brane, the IIA ve{brane (which follows from direct
dimensional reduction of the eleven{dimensional ve{brane) and the D5{brane























































Similarly, for the M5{Brane the embedding coordinates, in a physical
gauge, form a worldvolume tensor multiplet. This leads us to the table below.
5
Table 3: Tensor multiplets with T scalar degrees of freedom in p+ 1 dimensions.
p+ 1 T T
6 1 5
Note that the M5{Brane in 7 dimensions has a one{dimensional transverse
space and hence is not asymptotically at. A non{trivial feature of these ve{
branes is that the tensor multiplet contains a selfdual two{form. The kinetic



























). On the other hand, the WZ






























It has been veried that, to quadratic order in H, theM5{brane action reduces
to the D4{brane action
10
. The determination of the higher order in H terms




It is not dicult to verify that all p-,D- and M{brane solutions preserve half
of the supersymmetry. Here we present a proof for the Dp{branes. In order
to give a unied treatment it is convenient to treat the IIA and IIB super-
gravity theories at an equal footing (for more details, see
14
). The relevant
supersymmetry rules of the gravitino and dilatino
15














































































8  7 i










= 0 ; (23)




Sofar we have encountered actions with worldvolume scalar, vector and tensor
multiplets. Consider the string and ve-brane actions in ten dimensions. For
each p we expect a heterotic, IIA and two IIB actions. The table below shows
that, restricting ourselves to worldvolume (q + 1)-form gauge elds with q =
 1; 0; 1
a
, we cannot describe the second IIB ve-brane action. This action
should, via SL(2; R) duality, be related to the D5{brane action. A preliminary
study
16
shows that the action involves a worldvolume 3{form gauge eld, as
indicated in the table. It would be of interest to construct this action.
Table 5: String and Five{brane actions with world-volume (q + 1){form gauge elds.
q p = 1 p = 5





In the case of the IIA ve-brane there is a scalar that can be dualized to a 4-form.
7
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